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I. Write the words from the lesson which mean the 
following. Use the meanings given as clues. 
 
a) Almost every day I have seen grandma ___________ curd to 

prepare the butter. (to move something with great force) 

b) The village was _______________ by a river on one side 

and hills on the other. (form the boundary of; enclose) 

c)   The panel could not go ahead with the discussion as they 

were __________________ by the audience.  (the stop 

someone speaking by saying or doing something) 

d) The salesman _________________ the customer to buy the 

latest model of the car. (to make someone do 

or believe something by giving them a good reason to do it) 

II. Circle the word in the set of words which means the 
same as the words given in italics. 
 

a) excited -     delighted           bored                 thrilled 

b) churned -   whisked            whipped             freeze   

c) interrupt -  advance            disrupt               break-in 

d) bound -      border              surround            unlimited                                
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III. Complete the story arc of ‘Chuskit Goes to School’.  
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